
Quote & Item Management   
Do you want to be able to match suppliers with bid opportunities 
that best meet their qualifications? SourceSuite’s Quote 
Management and Line Item Purchasing feature allows opportunities 
to be published on a per-item basis, making it easy to compare 
prices and award bid requirements to multiple suppliers. Quote 
Management and Line Item Purchasing allows buyers to offer 
bid opportunities as a lump quote or on a per-item basis. This 
feature is especially useful when handling quotes for goods and 
itemized construction projects. Bidders have the ability to specify 
the quantity of items available, unit prices, and alternate items 
suggested.     

FEATURES

//// Offer bid opportunities on a lump sum or per-item basis
//// Receive quotes for goods and services as well as construction 

items
//// Suppliers can provide quoted items with additional information 

including quantity, unit pricing, and alternatives
//// Visual grid comparison of supplier quotes

BENEFITS

//// Offer itemized opportunities to suppliers according to their 
qualifications

//// Easily compare supplier quotes for each bid opportunity, 
improving efficiency and ultimately reducing costs

//// Award bid elements to multiple suppliers, diversifying your 
supplier pool and building relationships

//// Visual grid allows for easy comparison of supplier quotes

HIGHLIGHTS

//// Elimination of manual processes within  
supplier and bid management

//// Transparent bidding process with full  
audit reports.

//// Configurable e-procurement solution to 
meet your organization’s needs

//// Electronic document distribution and bid 
submission

//// Compliance with procurement guidelines

“The purchasing solution is set up to change with us, 
they are really in tune to what our needs are and I give 
them compliments for addressing the changing times 
and new agencies that come on. The service is really 
easy to look at, it’s great to use, the vendors love it and 
it represents New Mexico well.” 

Tammy Brisco West 
Purchasing Director, Chaves County

READY TO SEE HOW IT WORKS?
1-800-835-4603
info@sourcesuite.com


